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Aspects are special degrees of separation between the planets, they're

considered a connection or relationship between two or more planets. They

signify how the planets may specifically influence your life. Aspects

correspond with specific degrees and different orbs as well; degrees alsoo

have specific numerical values.

Orbs is the measure of degrees away from a Square (90°). Astrologers use

"allowable orbs" to study the energies in someone's chart. Studying orbs helps

with use of synastry and forecasting charts. The smaller the orb, the more

accurate the studies will be. 

Major Aspects - no more than 10° Orb

Minor Aspects - no more than 4° Orb

Blue Lines = Challenging | Red Lines = Harmonious Aspects

There are 5 Major Aspects:

 Conjunction 0° 

 Sextile 60°

 Square 90° 

 Trine 120°

 Opposition 180° 
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 Conjunction 0° - planets in conjunction are blended together which

intensifies their elements. This can be a good thing if the two planets get

along (Venus & Moon), but it can be inharmonious if the planets are

incompatible (Mars & Neptune). 

  Sextile 60° - planets with an orb of 6° that have an easy flow of energy

and are aligned. It can indicate goals and talents but is often ignored.

Innerstanding the planets in sextile will enable you to reconnect with your

natural talents.

  Square 90° - planets create conflict, restrictions and obstacles. They are

in conflict so they emphasize the areas of our lives that need adjustment. If

you are able to balance the energies of the conflicting planets, you may be

able to bring harmony into your life (Ex. Balancing Mar's aggression and

anger and Neptune's imagination and aloof side).

 Trine 120° - represents easy flowing energy between the planets involved,

bringing luck, opportunities, and innate talents. Remember, not everything is

set in stone so your personal karma will also influence how these planets

affect your life.

  Opposition 180° - planets are opposite from one another and creates

polarity and tension. It can influence frustrated and impatient energy as the

planets are "fighting for the spotlight". Inner-standing how the planets'

energy is affecting you, you'll be able to remind yourself of duality so you

can consciously do or think the opposite of your "typical" mind-set.

Aries ruled by Mars: 1, 13, 25

Taurus ruled by Venus: 2, 14, 26

Gemini ruled by Mercury: 3, 15, 27

Cancer ruled by Moon: 4, 16, 28

Leo ruled by Sun: 5, 17, 29

Virgo ruled by Mercury: 6, 18
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Libra ruled by Venus: 7, 19

Scorpio ruled by Pluto: 8, 20

Sagittarius ruled by Jupiter: 9, 21

Capricorn ruled by Saturn: 10, 22

Aquarius ruled by Uranus: 11, 23

Pisces ruled by Neptune: 12, 24


